
Residing In The State Of Lunacy  

As the expectations behind a change-attached school financing grew, evolving over time 
into a no longer simple or small percent of district fiscal proposals, but now increasingly made 
deeply incursive demands upon entire school budgets – the acquisition of complicity loyal, top-
down system managers:

Became proportionately essential.  
In short order?  
The practice of recruiting, hiring, training, promoting, retitling and unexpectedly 

reassigning took hold.
Presented to the public as an imperative trend in the nation’s benevolent attempt at 

transforming a “broken” system, a sudden increase in private and philanthropic funding offered 
subsidies for the argued-as-essential location and schooling of top-down, business-style leaders: 
That newly essential brand of smarter school administrator who, under the corporate practices of 
hierarchy?  Could be trained to eschew any and all of those now outdatedly old-school traditions 
– those tediously old-school traditions which had so tiresomely tolerated an interactively union-
friendly, teacher-parent-and-community-inclusive collaboration.  

Despite a notable, despite even a yawning, scarcity in previous educational experience: 
Once located; once trained; once abruptly assigned into leadership – top-down recruits could be 
called upon to make “non-negotiable” administrative decisions even as they initiated that newer 
and more contemporary brand of a no-nonsense school governance: a staff supervision based 
upon a stiff-upper-lip-don’t-mingle-with-the-natives personnel management.

Complications arose.
Even as a never-ending flow of top-down management policies kept the always 

interchanging supply of I-know-everything “chiefs for change” from discussing expectations 
collaboratively with their school employees?

 It also severely inhibited any cooperation between a cyclically intertwining stream of 
suddenly demanded management hires.  Over time, in fact, the no-excuses expectation for a 
stand-alone, do-not-share-suddenly-decided-procedures leadership forced many inexperienced 
but outwardly blustering “chiefs” to run headlong, and humiliatingly, into each other’s privately-
held, I-work-alone dictates.

By the time I had returned to a much longed-for teaching assignment inside Riverside 
High, this perplexing hierarchy of a disjointed, non-collaborative leadership (chillingly 
authoritative yet minimally coordinated) had become fully and illogically established.  In the 
company of repeatedly dumbfounded peers expected to follow directives without input, I 
watched in amazement as this defensive lack in a collaborative communication repeatedly 
piloted our building into the confusingly surreal state of lunacy. 


